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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of the following thesis is to examine the concept of German national 
literature as part of the discourse on German national identity after unification. I 
concentrate on one representative of post-Wende German literature--Wladimir Kaminer, a 
Russian emigre of Jewish descent who immigrated to Germany in 1990 and in the course 
of ten years became a best-selling German writer. This study is the first scholarly analysis 
of both Kaminer' s public persona and his writings. On the basis of Kaminer' s interviews 
with various Russian- and German-speaking media, I focus on his positioning within the 
discourse on German national identity and identify changes it underwent in the last four 
years. In order to trace the effect of these transformations on Kaminer' s writings, I utilize 
an alterity paradigm in comparative reading of two of Kaminer' s collections of stories:· 
Russendisko (2000) and Ich mache mir Sorgen, Mama (2004). This comparison shows 
that four years after the publication of his first major work Kaminer makes even stronger 
efforts to undermine a nationality as a stable and essential notion, both on an individual 
and collective level. He does so by exposing otherness on inter- and intracultural levels 
and ultimately he focuses on metacultural otherness, i.e., alterity based on characteristics 
other than nationality. I argue that Kaminer' s conscious choice to live on the verge of two 
cultures enables him to bring Russian and German cultures closer and establish 
transnational and transcultural dialogue. Kaminer, thus, becomes a strong voice within 
the discourse on multicultural Germany as part of redefining German national identity 
after unification. 
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The late twentieth century is characterized by extensive cultural interaction, 
which in intensity and outcomes is without analogue in the history of humanity. Societies 
whose characters were considered to have been firmly established had confronted each 
other as the world faced considerable population migration. It is this massive exodus and 
influx of people of different societies and cultures and their interaction that initiated and 
intensified a renewed discourse on national identity. 
Likewise, in writing this thesis, I had one goal in mind: namely, to focus on 
German literature as part of the discourse on German national identity. I have chosen a 
recent sensation in German literature--Wladimir Kaminer--as the main object of my 
research. The primary purpose of the following thesis is thus to analyze Kaminer' s role in 
the discourse on national identity in post-Wende Germany. I would like to emphasize that 
the phenomenon of Kaminer has not yet received due scholarly attention and thus the 
novelty of this thesis lies in the fact that the present research is the first scholarly 
investigation of Kaminer' s public persona and literature and their effect on national 
identity discourse. 
In order to analyze the positioning of Kaminer's public persona and his works 
within the discourse on national identity in post-Wende Germany, I concentrate on the 
following questions: 
a. When did Kaminer' s public persona and literature become an integral part of 
the discourse on German national identity? 
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b. Why were Kaminer and his works included in this discourse? 
c. Who or what were the major forces in Kaminer's development into such a 
major figure within this discourse? 
d. How did the fact that Kaminer has become an essential figure in the discourse 
on German national identity? 
e. To what extent does Kaminer contribute to establishing a transcultural and 
transnational dialogue? 
In the following thesis I first provide an overview of the scholarly debate on 
German national identity. I also discuss distinctive features of this discourse and explore 
how a more narrow nationalistic approach to German national identity has been 
surrendering its po�ition to interculturalism (Chapter II). 
In the next chapter, I introduce Wladi�r Kaminer and attempt to explain ·how a 
Russian emigre of Jewish decent who entered the German literary stage in the late 1990s 
became one of the bestselling authors in Germany and a strong voice in defining post­
Wende German national identity. On the basis of interviews with Kaminer and articles 
published about him in German- and Russian-speaking mass media, I explore how it is 
possible for one and the same person to describe himself as simultaneously Russian and 
German: "Privat bin ich Russe, [ ... ] beruflich deutscher Schriftsteller" (Sontheimer 
2004). In this chapter, I also investigate how Kaminer' s public persona and writings have 
changed during the last four years (Chapter ill). 1 
1 Since many of the interviews are only available in Russian, I provide my own translation side by side with the original quotes. However, when I quote articles and interviews that were originally published in German, I provide English translation in footnotes. 
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The third part of this thesis discusses the way in which Kaminer' s position within 
the discourse on national identity affects and is manifested in his first collection of stories 
Russendisko. I analyze whether Kaminer uses his experience as an outsider to expose 
alterity and what oppositions of otherness he draws in this work. In the course of this 
analysis I differentiate between inter- and intracultural otherness. I also explore whether 
Kaminer, being a major voice on issues of German national identity, chooses to maintain 
one distinct position in this discussion or change his viewpoints over a period of time. 
Furthermore, I investigate how alterity as it is portrayed in Russendisko exemplifies what 
Iser calls "untranslatability of cultures" (Iser 262) and what effect it has on the way 
Kaminer' s literature and public persona are viewed by all those involved in discussions ·. 
on national identity (Chapter N). 
In the final part of this thesis (Chapter V), by comparing two collections of 
stories, Russendisko and ]ch mache mir Sorgen, Mama, I examine how the fact that 
Kaminer had become such an important figure in German literature affected his works. 
While Russendisko is Kaminer' s first major work, written when he was still regarded as a 
newcomer, and, thus, a contribution to German culture regarded as relatively 
insignificant, /ch mache mir Sorgen, Mama was published after Kaminer had established 
himself on the literary stage of not only Berlin but Germany as a whole and challenged 
nationalistic tendencies in post-unification Germany. As in the previous chapter, I 
analyze how Kaminer deals with alterity on inter- and intracultural levels in /ch mache 
mir Sorgen, Mama. I finally explore another type of otherness, namely, metacultural 
otherness that is burgeoning in this work. Ultimately, this thesis will show what a crucial 
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role Kaminer plays in establishing transcultural dialogue in unified Germany by trying to 
make the process of integration and cultural interrelation more transparent. 
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CHAPTER II 
DISCOURSE ON GERMAN NATIONAL IDENTITY 
Stuart Hall, in the introduction "Who needs 'Identity'?" which opens his work 
Questions of Cultural Identity, defines national identity as something "constructed in 
fantasy, or at least within a fantasmatic field" ( 4 ). Hall states that "recognition of some 
common origin [ ... ] with another person or group" (2) is the basis of this identification. 
He also emphasizes that "identities are constructed through, not outside difference" ( 4 ). 
Thus, Hall avers the existence of the 'other' as a crucial component for establishing a 
'self,' either as an individual or a collective identity. He, furthermore, states that national 
identity is empirically constructed by an individual and those within and without his 
group on the basis of some mythical origin by means of opposing this individual to others 
not sharing the same perceived lineage. According to Hall, the "fragmented and 
, fractured" character of national identity provokes constant development of controversial 
viewpoints within any discourse on national identity. In other words, the very unstable 
nature of a national identity strips this discourse of essentialistic notions. 
Before I concentrate on the specifics of the discourse on German national identity, 
I would like to introduce two other positions that help to define notions of national 
identity. Ross Poole and Anna Triandafyllidou both adopt Hall's definition of national 
identity but undertake efforts to expand it. Poole (1999) in his work Nation and Identity 
sees as one of the most important aspects of national identity--its "moral agenda." This 
term implies an individual's various obligations to his co-nationals, which give him a 
reason to be proud of their achievements as "[belonging] to all those who share [the] 
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nationality" but at the same time share guilt for the "failings of compatriots" (71). This 
"moral agenda" as an attribute of a national identity is relevant to my research because it 
explains tendencies and shifts in how German mass media describe and perceive 
Kaminer's public persona: namely, why they treated him as the 'other' at first but 
embrace him as a German writer now. 
In order to better understand Kaminer's positioning as the 'other,' I tum to Anna 
Triandafyllidou's concept of alterity (2001). In her Immigrants and National Identity in 
Europe she emphasizes the idea that the existence of the 'other' is crucial to the existence 
of the 'one,' as it gives people an opportunity to consciously differentiate themselves. 
She stresses the "double-edged character" or "inclusive-exclusive nature" of national 
' · ;- identity which, as any other form of social identity, not only "defin[es] who is a member. 
of the community but also·[ . . .  ] who is a· foreigner'' (10). Triruidafyllidou then introduces 
· the concept of "Significant Others": another ·nation or ethnic group that "conditions the 
ingroup [by either being] a source of inspiration for it or a threat [ .. . ] to its ethnic and 
cultural purity and/or independence" (32). Thus, her concept elaborates Hall's notion of 
constructing a national identity by focusing on the complex dynamics of interrelations 
between the 'ones' and the 'others.' 
While Hall, Poole and Triandafyllidou help us to understand generic concepts of 
constructing a national identity, they are of a special usefulness for the analysis of the 
discourse on German national identity. For it is clear that this discourse has been one of 
the most vexing and difficult ever since the Romantics initiated it in reaction to the 
Napoleonic wars. As Rogers Brubaker observes in his Citizenship and Nationhood in 
France and Germany, "the German tradition of nationhood was formed [ . . .  ] by the 
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romantic movement, [which] though not itself concerned with nationhood, supplied 
patterns of thought and appraisal for the consolidation, celebration, and eventual 
repoliticization of the ethnocultural understanding of nationhood" (9). This ethnocultural 
understanding of German nationhood became central after Germany's reunification under 
Bismarck, when thousands of French, Danes and Poles found themselves within the 
German state. Rogers Brubaker explains this reinforcement of German "ethnocultural, 
differentialist" national identity by "the increasingly evident failure of attempts to 
assimilate indigenous Poles" (15). Thus, Germans persisted to define themselves as a 
homogeneous nation that included everybody of German descent, even those who lived 
outside the confines of the newly formed state, and rejected all non-native Germans due 
to impossibility of their assimilation into Germanness. The fear of loosing identity and 
strong political forces involved in a homogeneous understanding of German nationhood 
had strong ramifications for impossibility of integrating German-Jewish minority. Even 
though after 1871 the Jews were granted equal rights for the first time in German history, 
they soon became the quintessential 'other' despite their strong efforts towards 
assimilation. Thus, the German Empire under Bismarck mirrors Hall's and 
Triandafyllidou's notion of national identity as a construct that attempts to appear 
essentialistic, whereas nationhood is a powerful construct that is based on exclusion and a 
strong need of the 'other.' The ethnocultural and homogenous understanding of German 
nationhood eventually led to the most tragic events in not only German history but also 
world history: the will to exterminate all those whom the Nazis defined as undeutsch, or 
as the 'other,' with Jews being the main victim. 
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Despite the fact that Germans have been preoccupied with the search for a 
national identity for the last two centuries, the debates about who is 'German' and what is 
'Germany' are far from �ing over.-Hans-Georg Betz in his article "Perplexed Normalcy: 
German Identity After Unification" lists several possible reasons for the never-ending 
"identity crisis" in Germany, among them the Thirty Years War, "the absence of a 
successful and enduring democratic tradition," and the horrors surrounding proliferation 
of Nazi ideology (Betz 41). This list is by no means complete without another major 
event in post-Holocaust history of Germany: the formation of two 'completed' German 
systems and two "Postwar German Identities" during the Cold War era. Both East and 
· West looked for their own ways to cope with the past. The East pursued anti-Fascism as 
an official state ideology that entirely separated the present from the past and enabled 
East Germans to put all guilt on the othet' German state (Giesen 154). The West tried to 
establish a new 'positive' national consciousness- by achieving economic prosperity-the 
so-called Winschaftswunder (Giesen 149). The emersion of these two competing 
constructs of Germanness was just another 'tum' in the complex discourse on German 
national identity since the Romantics.2 
Thus, it is not surprising that in light of Germany's recent history, such a colossal 
event as the reunification in 1990 once again triggered an escalation of debates about 
what it means to be German. These debates became even more intriguing and 
problematic when the euphoria over the emergence of a newly unified Germany gave 
way to skepticism and growing tension between East and West (Betz 55). Laurence 
2 Lauren Mcfalls, in her essay "Living with Which Past? National Identity in Post-Wall, Postwar 
Germany," further analyzes and compares these identities. 
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McFalls states that despite the fact that "East and West Germans rediscovered elements 
of common identity, [ . . .  it] could not erase forty-five years of cultural divergence" (302). 
As a consequence, new questions concerning German national identity surf aced: is a 
single German identity possible when Eastern and Western Germans are driving ever 
further apart? This question probed another one: which memory and what history should 
be included or excluded in order to create a post-Wende German identity? 
However, these questions became even more pressing with another issue: how can 
German identity be defined in light of the growing influx of immigrants and refugees to 
Germany? According to the Statistische Bundesamt Deutschland, the number of 
foreigners in Germany increased by more than thirty percent in a little over a decade: 
from 5,582,400 in 1990 to 7,341,800 in 2003 ("Auslandische Bevolkerung 1980 bis 
2003").3 This growing proportion of 'others' in ·Germany's population makes the 
discourse on German national identity even more complicated. Unfortunately, the ethno­
nationalistic side of the discussion sometimes exploded into xenophobic violence. 
Laurence McFalls reminds us of the most prominent cases: the violent attacks in 
Hoyerswerda in 1991 and Rostock in 1992, and subsequent murders of Turkish Germans 
in Molln and Solingen (303). In light of the Holocaust, the great majority of Germans 
zealously rejected these violent attacks. This anti-xenophobic campaign, however, did not 
annihilate the ethno-centric view of German national identity that is still shared by many 
3 The majority of foreigners in Germany in 2003 were citizens of the following countries: Turkey 
(1,877,661), Italy (601,258), former Yugoslavia (568,240), Greece (354,630) and Poland 
(326,882) ("Auslandische Bevolkerung nach Geburtsland am 31.12.2003"). Of those who are 
granted German citizenship, fonner nationals of Turkey also constitute the majority--40%, 




Germans. Ethnic Germans who moved to Germany from Eastern Europe in the 1980s and 
later also found themselves in the middle of these debates.4 Thus, in the early 1990s 
discourse on German national identity expanded from a purely ethnocentric "German 
Question," i.e., what is German and who is German, to an "Other German Question," i.e., 
how other ethnic groups re-shaped what it meant to be German (Wood 93). 
The voices in this renewed discourse on German national identity range from 
representations of German identity based on ethnic purity5 that contributes to the rise of 
neo-Nazi youth movements in Germany after unification to absolutely contrasting 
depictions of German national community rooted in multiculturalism that would enable 
different cultural communities to develop and interact within the geographical space of 
Germany, i.e., multiculturalism or Multikulti.6 This means that Germans not only have to 
. reconcile· .with the divided past and united present of the German state, but also, as 
Stephen Wood formulates it, Germany "has· to come to terms with its multi-German 
character" (Wood 105). While Robert Mark Spaulding assumes that "economic identity7 
ought ultimately to crowd out residual ethnic and racial components of the German 
4 
According to statistics, more than 15,000,000 ethnic Germans left Eastern Europe and settled in 
Germany after 1945 . 400,000 of these emigrants entered Germany in 1990 alone (Glajar 1 ). 
5 This position is supported, for example, by Peter Ramsauer, a parliament leader of the 
CDU/CSU since January 1998. 
6 Since December 2004 Tagesschau.de has published a number of interviews with prominent 
journalists and writers of foreign descent, who favor this viewpoint, among them Wladimir 
Kaminer, Feridun Zaimoglu, Necla Kelek, Maxim Biller and Rafik Schami ("Multikulti oder 
deutsche 'Leitkultur' ?: Interviewreihe zum Thema Integration"). 
7 Spaulding analyzed the results of the survey, published on 16 January 1995 by the Konrad 
Adenauer Stiftung. He concluded that Germans both in East and West most often mentioned "the 
economic system" as the primary component of their German national identity (288). 
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national identity" (293), optimistic predictions like these seem to be rather an exception 
than a rule. 
To add yet another layer to the discourse on German national identity, I would 
like to turn to German literature as part of this larger discourse. As Angelika Bammer 
observes in her essay "Interrogating Germanness: What's Literature Got to Do with It?" 
German literature is and has been for a long time a very crucial component of the 
"inquiry into what German means: who and what is German? how so and why?" (33). 
Ever since the establishment of Germanistik as part of the Romantic Movement, German 
national literature largely influenced the formation and development of German national 
identity. More specifically, the definition of what is German national literature became 
intertwined in defining German nationhood in the nineteenth century. Thus, two different 
strands in the discourse on German nationhood converged: did one want to understand 
German literature as a promoter of an ethno-nationalistic agenda or more neutrally as all 
literature that was written in German language? In other words, a hundred years ago the 
discussion about what the role of German literature is supposed to be mirrors to some 
extent the current debate on how to define German literature. 
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, when multiculturalism became a strong 
movement in Germany, German literature also witnessed drastic changes concerning its 
self-understanding. Even though the first critical step towards interculturalism in German 
literature--the creation of Die Gesellschaft fiir Interkulturelle Germanistik was taken in 
1984, the early 1990s marked a major stepping stone toward multiculturalism in German 
national literary scholarship: when non-native German-speaking authors were for the first 
time put on the same echelon as native German-speaking authors. In 1991, a non-
11 
native writer, Emine Sevgi Ozdamar, won the Ingeborg Bachmann Prize. In 1992, the 
Georg Buchner Preis was awarded to George Tabori, a Jewish author and director who 
was raised in Hungary and writes his works in English but has them translated into 
German and published in Germany. Along the same lines of reestablishing notions of 
German literature, Herta Millier, a German speaking author from Romania, received the 
Kleist Literary Award in 1994. 
In 2000 Italian-born Carmine Chiellino edited and published one of the most 
recent and comprehensive scholarly works in the field, entitled Interkulturelle Literatur 
in Deutschland: ein Handbuch. In this book he confronts widely accepted literary 
conventions, and instead of classifying literature based on the author's nationality or 
language, he collected essays on authors of various nationalities who wrote in German, 
. lived in Germany, or wrote about Germany. 8 
In the following study, I have chosen yet another new voice in German literature: 
Wladimir Kaminer. If Bammer' s model of German literature that detaches itself from an 
ethno-centric understanding of German nationhood is applied to Kaminer' s public 
persona and his writings, it becomes clear, that he is indeed a forceful voice in the 
discourse on German national identity. It is he who confronts his readers with such 
questions as: Who is German in Germany and who is perceived as the 'other'? What does 
it mean to be considered the 'other' in Germany? How is the 'other' similar to or 
different from the German 'one'? Why are such categories as 'otherness' and 
8 Chiellino distinguished nine "voices" of polyphonic intercultural literature in Germany. The 
"ninth voice" is embodied by Russian German writers. He differentiates between those who chose 
German over Russian as their "creative tool" (Lia Frank, Viktor Heinz); those who create their 
works in Russian (Agnes Giesbrecht), and those who "operate" in two languages (Waldemar 
Weber) (5 1-57). 
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Germanness becoming redundant in the context of globalization? The fact, that Kaminer 
raises these questions in his interviews and writings, shows that a study of his literature is 
indeed intimately connected to a much broader issue; Kaminer' s public persona and his 
works have to be seen within the ongoing discourse on German national identity 
discourse in post-Wende Germany. 
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CHAPTER III 
WLADIMIR KAMINER - THE 'ONE' OR THE 'OTHER'? 
In August 2000 there was hardly a major Berlin newspaper that did not report on 
a sensational newcomer on the Berlin literary stage. Die Welt, die tageszeitung, Der 
Spiegel, all published at least one article about the bestselling new author and his first 
book. The articles contained such descriptions as "der 33-jahrige Russe" (Heier); "ein 
junger Russe" (Kaupp) or "ein junger russischer Zuwanderer" (Broder). This 33-year old 
young Russian who made headlines in Berlin and elsewhere in Germany was Wladimir 
Kaminer. All .theses epithets were used to describe him in 2000 when his first collection 
of stories, Russendisko, was published. This work marked his debut as a writer who 
reflected on.the complex interrelations of emigre and native German characters. His keen 
observations were based on his own personal experiences and impressions. 
Kaminer's Appearance in Berlin 
One of the reasons Kaminer' s observations had such an effect on the German 
reading public was the fact that Kaminer's personal experiences in Germany occurred 
during one of the most turbulent times in the country's  recent history. It was a time when 
the established social and political borders in Germany and elsewhere were once again 
re-mapped and the subsequent drastic reconfiguration of social and political order caused 
serious changes in the lives of many Europeans. These changes especially affected 
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Jewish ethnic group in Central and Eastern Europe. Diana Pinto states in her article ''The 
Jewish Challenge in the New Europe" that in this "context of glasnost and perestroika," 
Jewish life "resumed" not only throughout Europe but also within the boundaries of the 
former Soviet Union (241 ). When the Soviet Union collapsed and the Iron Curtain fell, 
many members of the Jewish community felt compelled to use this opportunity to flee 
from their long-term "motherland." It was the tragic irony of the twentieth century: the 
same word that during the Nazi times was a trigger of atrocities and deaths, only half a 
century later gave the same people a unique chance to strive for new opportunities in 
Germany. In its nationality field,9 Kaminer' s passport contained the coveted word 
'Jewish' and it guaranteed him humanitarian asylum upon his arrival in Berlin on July 11, 
1990 (Svetlova)
_. 
_when asked about his reasons for emigration, Kaminer insists that he 
moved to Germany "for no reasons ['6e30 BCSIKHX ocHOBaIIHfi']'' (Doktor). However, if 
the economic situation in Russia at that time and the "new and softer" regime are taken 
into consideration, it can be assumed that Kaminer was probably looking for a better 
future in Berlin. 10 In the course of the following ten years, Kaminer managed to blend 
with Berliners but at the same time preserve his Russian identity. His abundant 
experience as an insider and an outsider and the complexity of his hybrid position became 
known to the German reading public in his Russendisko. 
9 The nationality field in Russian passports existed since their introduction in 1930s. The first 
internal passport holders were able to determine their own nationality (by residence, language or 
subjectively); since then, however, an individual's identity could be only that of one of his 
parents. Till 1989 most of the children of mixed marriages (Jews - non-Jews) chose non-Jewish 
identity, but after 1989 Jewish nationality has officially acclaimed so its revival (Brubaker 31n). 
10 Elena Tichomirova (2000) draws the same assumption about the reasons for the fourth wave of 
Russian emigration ( 1990s) in her ''Literatur der russischen Emigrant/innen." 
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Kaminer's Development as a Writer 
Russendisko, however, was not Kaminer' s real literary debut. Despite the popular 
opinion that Kaminer had never written in any other language but German, in an 
interview with the weekly newspaper Russkaja Germanija/Russkij Berlin1 1  he admitted 
that he started writing in Russia: ''Those were fairy tales. Also for adults. There are still 
some self published copies lying around somewhere [3To 61>IJIH CKaJKH TaKHe. � 
B3pOCJil,IX TOiKe. 0HH y MemI ceii'qac B caMH3,llaTOBCKOM BH,lle r.ne-TO BamIIOTC.sI]" 
(Veksler 2000). Even while already in Berlin in 1996-1997 Kaminer wrote travel stories 
in Russian about the imaginary scientist K vascov (Hoge; Rakhmanova). By 2000 his 
name was already known to quite a number of Berliners. According to Anne Hahn 
(reporter for Die Welt) Kaminer first appeared in front of the public in "Cafe Siemeck," 
when his friend, poet and comic-strip artist Ilia Kitup, read passages from his own texts, 
to which Kaminer had largely contributed (Hahn). The audience liked the readings and 
wanted to hear more of the stories, and this first success inspired Kaminer to consider 
himself a writer. His first article, entitled "Wodka rasiert," appeared in the Berlin issue of 
die tageszeitung on December 22, 1998 (Kaminer 1998). Then the second article, 
"Bericht eines Forschungsreisenden," written in cooperation with Ilia Kitup, followed in 
the same newspaper only a few days later on December 28, 1998. By the time his first 
book was published, the number of articles that appeared in die tageszeitung alone, 
including the short stories that later became part of the first collection of stories 
Russendisko, exceeded sixty. Ever since, Kaminer's articles have been regularly 
11 Newspaper Russian Germany/Russian Berlin is published weekly in Russian. 
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published in various German newspapers, such as die tageszeitung, Frankfuner 
Allgemeine, TIP-Magazin, Frankfuner Rundschau, and mostly within their Berlin 
sections. 12  
However, Kaminer's initial popularity among Berliners can be explained not only 
by their interest in him as a 'new neighbor', but more likely by their sudden renewed 
interest in the city itself, as a new cultural and political capital, full of contrasts and 
undergoing constant transformations. When it was decided to move the German capital to 
Berlin, the city saw an extensive influx of investment and the subsequent arrival of main 
television and radio stations, as well as newspapers that immediately became interested in 
the burgeoning alternative cultures of Berlin. Eventually this interest in the capital city 
s�arked Kaminer's popularity all over the country. His feuilleton writings, so similar in 
thei�. style to the early twentieth century essays of Alfred Kerr, Joseph Roth, and Kurt 
Tucholsky, soon found admirers in the German reading community at large. 
Since 2000, Kaminer' s works have been translated into more than a dozen 
languages and more than 1.2 million copies of his books have been sold, including 
750,000 copies of his first book Russendisko (Sontheimer 2004). In January 2003, 
Kaminer' s script Marina. Wiedersehen in der Russendisko was staged in Jtingen Theater 
in Gottingen (''Erstes Theatersttick"), and in February 2003, Theater von Altenburg und 
Gera showed a production based on Kaminer's Militiirmusik (Muller). In November 
2004, Karl-Heinz Meier und Thomas Hocke even made a film Currywurst und 
Russendisko - Wladimir Kaminers Berlin based on this collection of stories (Harnisch). 
12 These "Berlin sections" of main German newspapers were a result of Berlin's postuni:fication 
boom and the growing interest in the new capital. 
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One of the reasons why Kaminer' s works have become so popular is the author's unique 
inside and outside perspective on his environment, be it Russia or Germany, that results 
from his unique blend of Russian, Jewish, and German cultures. 
Kaminer's National Identities 
In one of his 2002 interviews, Kaminer admitted the controversies triggered by 
his hard-to-define national identity, when he stated, "In Berlin it is difficult to discover a 
person's true identity because it is very changeable" (Shilova). This idea corresponds to 
the image of Berlin in the twentieth century as a city of constant transformations that 
lived through five regime changes, and that cannot but shape the lives of its residents in 
its own unique and conflicting way. In the case of Kaminer, it resulted in the complex 
national identity influenced by his Jewish roots, Russian past, and German present. 
It seems that Kaminer feels very comfortable with his multiplex national identity. 
It should be noted, however, that he differentiates between Kaminer the author and 
Kaminer the person. In one of his interviews with Deutsche Welle World, he said of 
Kaminer the author: "Ich werde immer wieder als deutscher, russischer oder jildischer 
Autor vorgestellt - je nach dem, wer fragt"13 (Prevezanos). It should be taken into 
consideration, however, that Kaminer personally repeatedly renounced his identity as a 
Russian author. In August 2000 Kaminer asserted, "Ich muss mich nicht mit Russland 
identifizieren, nur weil ich dort geboren bin" (Heier). This implies that Kaminer, being 
13 "I am always presented as a Gennan, Russian or Jewish writer; it all depends upon who asks" 
1 8  
aware of labels imposed upon him by the critics, refused to be seen as a quintessential 
Russian only because he was born in that country. A year later he took part in the Paris 
Book Fair as a German author, saying "Ich lasse mich nicht als russischer Schriftsteller 
ausgeben, [ ... ] obwohl ich immer noch nicht die deutsche Staatsbiirgerschaft babe" 
(Hahn). 
Soon after the first reviews of Russendisko were published, the critics felt the 
need to label him along the lines of national identity discourse. Kaminer was constantly 
labeled in various ways, and he felt compelled to express his own view on this issue in 
public. In his interview with Das U.teratur-Cafe: der literarische Treffpunkt im Internet 
on April 15, 2002, Kaminer, when asked whether after living in Germany he felt "mehr 
der deutschen oder der russischen Nationalitat verbunden," 14 objected to the question 
itself: "Muss man eine Nationalitat haben? lch wtirde geme auf Nationalitaten verzichten. 
Mit meiner Literatur fiber die verschiedenen Menschen und deren Kulturen stehe ich ftir 
Offenheit, Toleranz und Menschenachtung. lch ftihle mich lediglich als Mensch unter 
Menschen." 15 Thus, he positioned himself as what Heater calls "a world citizen" (186) or 
a "cosmopolitan citizen" ( 189). 16 Even though Kaminer shows many traits of 
cosmopolitanism, he is still being asked about his national identity. He enthusiastically 
14 "closer connected to Russian or Gennan nationality" 
15 "Must one have a nationality? I would prefer to set nationalities aside. With my literature about 
different people and their cultures I stand for openness, tolerance and attention to people. I simply 
feel as a human being among human beings." 
16 This tendency has become more and more popular among scholars in the last two decades. Julia 
Kristeva in 1990 explained her choice in the following way: "I am a cosmopolitan [ . . .  ] Thus 
when I say that I have chosen cosmopolitanism, this means that I have, against origins and 
starting from them, chosen a transnational or international position situated at the crossing of 
boundaries" (15-16). 
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embraces all labels available to him, adding "Ich bin nicht nur der gute Russe, sondem 
auch der gute Jude oder der deutsche Schriftsteller mit auslandischen Wurzeln" 
(Sontheimer 2005). Along these lines he once again draws a boundary between Kaminer 
the writer and Kaminer the person. 
German Perception of Kaminer 
Unlike Kaminer himself, most journalists do not make a strict distinction between 
Kaminer the person and Kaminer the writer. As soon as it became clear that Kaminer 
played a role in the literary world in Berlin and Germany at large, they immediately 
attempted to label him. Disregarding Kaminer' s repudiation of traditional national labels, 
journalists once again turned to the most frequently used ·basis fodabeling as part of 
discourse on national identity : his nationality. However, this was not an easy task. First 
and foremost Kaminer is a Jew, who grew up in Russia, and thus combines elements of 
both cultures and embodies what Pinto calls the "clash [ .. . ] of tectonic plates of identity" 
(25 1). Second, by moving to Germany he also emerged into a new national context which 
allowed expansion of his national identity. Third, he made the situation for critics of his 
works even more challenging by resisting giving a clear answer on how he defined 
himself within a transformed historical and geographical context. Russendisko serves as 
an excellent example of how these three factors combined form a barrier on the path to 
clearly defined identity. 
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"The most famous Russian in Berlin" in 2000 
In 2000, when writing about Wladimir Kaminer, most journalists turned to the 
generally accepted classification of writers, namely, to his nationality determined by his 
country of origin. He was described as "der 33-jahrige Russe" (Heier), "der russische 
Autor Wladimir Kaminer" ("Immer das Gleiche"; Bergamini), "der Russe Wladimir 
Kaminer" (Geisel). Only very few journalists later associated him with Berlin, as in 
"Berlins mittlerweile berilhmtester Russe, Wladimir" (Hahn) or "[ ein] Reprlisentant der 
viel beschworenen neuen Berliner Hauptstadtkultur" (Geisel). However, this labeling not 
only situated Kaminer within boundaries of fixed identities (or at least an identity 
ascribed to him by others), but also worked ·in his favor. 
First, his stunning popularity can be explained by a growing interest in Russia and 
Russians among Germans. One of the best examples of this growing interest is the 
exhibition "Berlin-Moskau 1 900-1950" that was opened in 1995 in Martin-Gropius-Bau 
museum and attracted more than 600,000 visitors (Saur). Eight years later, in September 
2003, the second part of this exhibition covering the history of German-Russian relations 
from 1950 to 2000 took place in Martin-Gropius-Bau in Berlin. More than 70,000 visited 
"Berlin-Moskau / Moskau-Berlin 1950-2000 - von heute aus" before it was closed in 
January 2004 (Berlin-Moskau). 17 
This revival of German-Russian relations followed years of constant rivalry 
between the two states that led to World War I and World War II. The decades that 
17 This exhibition was shown in the National Historical Museum in Moscow from April till June 
2004. 
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followed were characterized by cold relations with West Germany, and relations with the 
German Democratic Republic that were seemingly warm but "in reality fraught with 
tension" (Stent 234). Among the possible explanations of this phenomenon is the fact that 
Germans seem to be more willing than ever before to show their interest in Russia 
(Winroeder-Skinner), and also feel nostalgic for Berlin of the twenties, where Russian 
intellegencia played an important role (Arend). 
Second, Kaminer managed to position himself and his characters as absolute 
opposites to those negative images of Russian emigre that were flourishing in Berlin after 
reunification. According to Winroeder-Skinner, Wladimir Kaminer is regarded by many 
as "der 'gute Russe"' as an alternative to other Russians, who triggered fear as they 
·bore "ein Flair des Unbekannten" (Winroeder-Sk.inner) . 18 
. Third, Germany in the late 1990s has witnessed a growing interest in Jewish 
history and culture. Half a century after World War II, Germany was ready to reflect on 
the history of German-Jewish relations. " [This] exponential growth of interest in Jewish 
themes in the non-Jewish world" added to Kaminer's increasing popularity (Pinto 241). 
"International Author" in 2002-2003 
After Kaminer expanded his narratives to include German provinces as settings 
instead of just Berlin, his contribution to German culture was recognized officially . In 
18 It is likely that by '"other' Russians" Winroeder-Skinner means so-called "Russian mafia" that 
many Berliners seem to fear even now. The same assumption is made by Michael Sontheimer in 
one of his latest interviews with Wladimir Kaminer: "Herr Kaminer, Sie sind inzwischen in 
Deutschland der gute Russe, eine Art Ivan Rebroff oder Lew Kopeljew, der Antipode zum bosen 
Rossen, dem Mafioso." (Sontheimer 2005). 
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2002 he recei ved the Ben-Witter-Preis "fiir seinen genauen Bli ck auf Befindli chkei ten in  
di esem Lande, auf Deutsches und Allzudeutsches" (Reller), and in  2003 he was 
nomi nated for  the Deutsche Bucherpreis i n  the category Internationale Belletristik 
(" Deutscher Bil cherprei s"). The lat ter category once agai n  featured him as an outsi der, 
placi ng hi s original German work together wi th Jonathan Franzen's The Co"ections 
(USA) and Ian McEwan' s Atonement (Great Bri tain), works writ ten i n  Engli sh and later 
translated i nto German. At the same ti me, however, Kami ner's immense populari ty 
tri ggered such labels as "der 34-jahri ge Kosmopoli t" (Shi lova), recognizi ng Kami ner as 
an "i ntern ati onal author." In that context he was not associated wi th hi s Russi an heri tage 
anymore, but hi s Gennanness was not yet accepted. 
"Bestselling German Writer" in late 2003-2004 
Si nce late 2003, however, a consi derable shift in  j ournali sts' labeli ng has become 
more apparent. I t  was caused by two main  factors: the above-menti oned increasing 
recogni ti on of Kami ner' s role i n  the promoti on of German culture, and hi s efforts in 
maintai ni ng the i mage of a German public figure by talci ng an acti ve part in Berlin's 
cultural life. At that ti me Kami ner not only regularly published hi s essays in  vari ous 
newspapers in  Germany but also had his own column i n  ZDF Morgenmagazin, and he 
was ai ri ng a radi o show called Russendisko Club every second Saturday of the month on 
RBB Radio MultiKulti (SFB 4) together wi th Yuriy  Gurzhy, hi s di sc jockey (DJ) 
colleague. Since Apri l 2004 he has moderated on the same radi o stati on hi s own radi o 
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show, Wladimirs Welt, where he presents new Russian pop and rock hits ("Portrat 
Wladimir Kaminer"). 
Thus, only five years after Kaminer' s first book was published, even though his 
Russian roots continued to be mentioned, the author is now more often referred to as a 
German writer: "de[r] deutsche Bestseller-Autor Wladimir Kaminer" 19 ("Der Spiegel 
berichtete "); " [ der] deutsche Erf olgsautor"20 (Sontheimer 2004 ). In September 2004 
Christi� Meier in Die Welt described him as "eine Edelfeder," putting his name side by 
side with such German authors as Michael Jiirgs21  and Maxim Biller22 (Meier). 23 In 
October 2004 Vanessa Seifert called him one of the II gefragtesten II Authors in Germany 
(Seifert). 24 Thus, in the course of fours years Kaminer' s reception within Germany 
changed: .the minority writer was included into mainstream German literature that he had 
claimed to be the part of since 2000. 
19 "[ • • •  ] die beiden Kinder des deutschen Bestseller-Autors Wladimir Kaminer [konnen] im 
Gegensatz zu den Eltem nicht Deutsche werden" ("Der Spiegel berichtete"). 
20 "Der aus Russland stammende Wladimir Kaminer gilt als deutscher Erfolgsautor, doch seine in 
Berlin geborenen Kinder konnen nicht Deutsche werden" (Sontheimer 2004). 
21 Michael Jtirgs is the former chief editor of Stem and Tempo and author of multiple biographies 
that made him world famous. 
22 Maxim Biller is a world famous journalist and contributor to Tempo, Spiegel, Weltwoche, 
Suddeutsche Zeitung und Zeit. 
23 "Darum veroffentlicht die "taz" ab sofort in jeder W ochenendausgabe eine vierseitige Beilage 
mit dem Text einer Edelfeder (unter anderem Kaminer, Jiirgs, Biller, Nootebom) Uber Zeitungen 
und Zeitungslesen" (Meier). 
24 "Heute, 14 Jahre spater [after Kaminer's arrival to Berlin], gehort Kaminer zu den gefragtesten 
Autoren Deutschlands" (Seifert). 
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'Russian' Perception of Kaminer 
When discussing Kaminer' s nationalities, his portrayal in Russian-speaking media 
should not be ignored. Under 'Russian speaking media' I would like to differentiate 
between newspapers and magazines published in Russia - 'Russian-Russian' 
(Businessman [Ko.MMepcaHm'b ], Culture [Kym,mypa], OM, Confidential [ Co6epweHHO 
CeKpemHo]) and those published in Germany for Russian-speaking readers - 'Gennan­
Russian' (German Wave [HeMe141<:a.R BollHa], Radio Freedom [PaouoCBo6ooa], Russian 
Germany/Russian Berlin [Pycc1<:a.R I'epMaHUR/PyccKUu EeplluH], Jewish News Agency 
[AzeHcmBo EBpeuCKUX HoBocmeu], Telegraph.de). Despite the fact that these mass media 
are all published or broadcast in Russian, it is necessary to keep in mind that they are 
aimed at two different audiences. Even though the Internet makes the majority of these 
materials available to all Russian-speaking individuals, journalists still aim their reports, 
interviews, or reviews either at the emigre community in Germany or the present 
population of Russia. 
When compared to German mass media, neither 'Russian-Russian' nor 'German­
Russian' journalists demonstrate such great interest in Wladimir Kaminer as their 
German colleagues. First, none of the main 'Russian-Russian' newspapers has published 
articles about Kaminer neither in their printed versions nor posted any articles or 
references on their internet sites so far. Second, even the biggest Russian search engines, 
such as www.yandex.ru, www .aport.ru or www.rambler.ru, find far fewer articles about 
Kaminer in the Russian sites than in German. The majority of the articles found have 
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been published in the newspaper Russian Germany/ Russian Berlin,25 which seems to be 
interested in the author as a representative of the Berlin Russian-speaking community. 
Throughout the five years that have passed since the publication of Russendisko, 
Russian-speaking journalists have also followed the trend popular among their German­
speaking colleagues and labeled Kaminer in various ways by assigning him one of three 
'possible' nationalities: 
- German - "How to Become a German Writer? [Kaic craTb HeMeUKHM 
nHcaTeJieM?]" (Veksler); "German writer Wladimir Kaminer [HeMeUKHH nHcaTem, 
Bna.uHMHp KaMHHep ]" (Trukhan, Weksler); 
- Jewish - "the most successful of Russian-speaking Jewish writers in Germany 
[CaMbIH ycneIIIHbIH H3 pyccKOj13bJ11HhIX eBpeikKHX IlHCaTeJieH fepMaHHH]" (Zelsh); 
- Russian ""7' '�Russian writer Wladimir Kaminer [PyccKHH nHcaTeJib BJia.uHMHp 
KaMHHep]" (Aleksandrov); "a first Russian star of German literature [nepBu pyccKu 
3Be3,na HeMeUKOH JIHTepa-ryphl]" (Rakhmanova); "a young Russian-speaking writer, 
already recognized in German capital [H3BeCTHhl[H] B HeMeUKOH CTOJIHUe Mono.n[ ofi:] 
pyccKOjJ:JLIIJHLI[H] IlHCaTen[L]]" (Aliseichik). 
Some journalists rose above national stereotypes and associated the author with the city 
that made him famous, describing him as a "former Moskovite and now Berlin's writer and 
journalist Wladimir Kaminer [6epJIHHCKHH nHcaTeJib H )l()'PHa.rrHCT Bna,uHMHp KaMHHep ]" 
25 Russkaja Germanija is an independent weekly newspaper published in Germany since 1996. Its 
regional editions are called Russkaja Germanija/Russkij Berlin, Rheinskaja Gazeta, Russkaja 
Germanija - Numberg und Franken, Russkaja Germanija - Hamburg. Its circulation exceeds 
70,000 copies <http://www.rg-rb.de/win/pdf/mediadaten-2004.pdf>. 
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(Fillipova) or "former Moskovite and now Berliner [liLIBIIIHH MOCKBHq, a HhIHe 
6epJIHHeu]" (Vidopljasov ). 
It should be noted, however, that neither 'Russian-Russian' nor 'German-Russian' 
mass media display such an obvious shift in their representation of Kaminer as German 
journalists and, what is more important, they tend to differentiate between Kaminer' s 
natal, Russian, and acquired German nationalities. This is a striking example of a 
consequence of what has been described as the "moral agenda" (Poole) of a national 
identity in Chapter II: the individuals' tendency to share the shame and glory of all those 
considered members of the same national group. On one hand, 'Russian-Russian' and 
'German-Russian' media continued to describe the successful Kaminer m�stly as a 
Russian writer, thus constructing his id�ntity of someone who belonged to their group. 
On the other hand, many of the German journalists u��d the same strategy to include a 
sl:lccessful 'outsider' into their own national community. 
Even Kaminer accepted this controversial labeling. In an interview with Michael 
Sontheimer (Spiegel) he admitted: "Privat bin ich Russe, . . .  beruflich deutscher 
Schriftsteller" (Sontheimer 2004 ), 26 thus expressing a very pragmatic view on his 
adjustment to the new reality, where his complex nationality and identity did not just 
influence his private life but to a large extent also his writing pattern. This conscious 
oscillation between two identities that is characteristic of Kaminer' s public persona is 
also traceable in his literary works, including his first short collection of stories 
Russendisko. In the following chapter where I analyze this collection of stories I examine 
26 The same idea is expressed in the earlier interview with Rakhil Doktor, reporter of Russkaja 
Germanija/Russkij Berlin, but then Kaminer added �'A Gennan writer is the one who writes in 
German, isn' t it?" (Doktor 2001) 
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RUSSENDISKO IN THE FRAMEWORK 
OF CROSS-CULTURAL DISCOURSE 
Russendisko is a collection of 50 short stories, the majority of which fit the 
standard of a newspaper column and do not exceed 4000 characters, with some being 
only half as long. The stories describe the life of emigres in Berlin after the reunification. 
As these stories are aimed at a German readership, they can be viewed within German 
cultural discourse. At the same time, however, they expose a considerable layer of 
Russian culture, and thus their positioning within Russian cultural discourse is also 
justified. The fact that this work can be read in terms of these two diverse cultural 
discourses validates its setting within a_ cross-cultural discourse. In these stories, written 
in a compact, even simplistic language, the life of the emigre community in Berlin 
gradually unfolds, Kaminer touches upon the reality of the 'other,' and exposes its 
multilayered complexity. 
Otherness as it Appears in Russendisko 
This multilayered complexity of otherness in Kaminer' s work is caused by the 
fact that alterity in Russendisko is not limited to mere opposition of two national cultures 
but reaches within the boundaries of a single culture as well. Thus, in this collection of 




The most evident layer of otherness in Russendisko is the interrelation between 
Germans as 'ones' and Russians as 'others.' Because this is an opposition between two 
different national cultures, from this point on I will use the term 'intercultural otherness' 
to describe it. Rakhil Doktor uses an excellent metaphor to describe why Kaminer 
illustrates this opposition with such mastery. According to him, Kaminer's narrator is "an 
independentjlaneur, observer, who is comfortably [ .. . ] sitting between two chairs: whose 
words are German, but whose consciousness is Russian-, namely post-Soviet 
/ . . . .  [aeJaBHCHMhiH ctmaaep, aa6mo.nirrem., y.no6ao [ ... ] ycrpoHBiliHHCJI MeJK.!lY ,llllyx 
\ . CT)'IlbeB: CITOBa HeMeUKHe, a CO3HaHHe pyccKoe, a KOHKpeTHO ._; IIOCTCOBeTCKOe ]" 
(Doktor))"us Russian-German connection helps him to embrace his Russian otherness 
and the otherness of other emigres in Berlin, and through his interpretation into the 
German language, Kaminer makes it available and perceivable to the 'ones,' i.e., German 
readers. There is no doubt that such cultural interaction is vitally important in the 
twentieth century; however, the totally untranslatable complexity of another culture 
makes the task of bringing Russian cultural complex to German readers quite 
problematic. 
In Russendisko, Kaminer attempts to circumvent this problem through the use of 
irony. However, he does not succeed in eliminating the prejudices and 
misunderstandings that exist between Russian and German cultures. Throughout his 
narratives, Kaminer employs irony only with relation to certain features of Russian 
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culture, i.e., extensive drinking or intellectual lassitude, and neglects others, i.e., respect 
for the elderly or family values. His choice of traits conforms to the target culture's (in 
this case German) expectations of the source culture (Russian). One of the stereotypes 
that Kaminer brings into most of his stories, for example, is Russians' addiction to 
alcohol. In "Alltag eines Kunstwerks" Kaminer explores the 'paradox of the Russian 
character' to look for answers to difficult life situations by discussing some philosophical 
problems over a cup of tea, which is then 'inevitably' switched to vodka: 
Es war Herbst [ ... ] Wir freuten uns beide, denn es ist immer gut, einem 
Landmann im Ausland zu begegnen, noch dazu einem Ki.instler [ ... ] Wir 
tranken zusammen Tee und unterhielten uns i.iber Kunst. lch fragte Sergej 
nach der Bedeutung seines Werks. Er [ ... ] sagte: "Lass uns lieber Wodka 
trinken gehen!"  [ ... ] Inzwischen �urde es Winter [ ... ] So trafen wir uns, 
denn oiese Nachricht erfordete eindeutig eine Diskussion. Wir unterhielten 
uns i.iber Kunst, tranken Tee und wechselten dann zu Woelk.a [ . . .  ] Ich 
dachte anschliessend noch eine Weile, besonders beim Teetrinken," i.iber 
die heutige Kunst nach, doch dann vergass ich die Geschichte emeut . . . 
(Kaminer 2000; 46-47) 
This oversimplification of the Russian national character for the sake of 
recognition by intended readers, Germans, creates the 'other' -worldly image, which is 
shown more vividly in "Political Correctness," where Kaminer sarcastically comments on 
the distribution of parts in the new production of "Titus Andronikus" in the Berliner 
Volksbi.ihne Theater: ''Die Haupti.ibeltater, die Barbaren, werden von Russen gespielt. 
Denn off enbar ist jedem klar, class Barbaren diejenigen sind, die von weither kommen 
und Deutsch mit russischem Akzent sprechen" (Kaminer 2000; 147). This description of 
Russia as a "barbarian" nation with a senseless life ideology represents the typical image 
of Russia that is promoted by a considerable part of mass media in the Western states. 
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Representing the abov e- mentioned seeming senselessness as the essence of 
Russian culture, however, although meant by the author to criticiz e the  Russian way of 
life, also protects Russian habitual attitudes, as it not only underl ines the foreignness of 
- the other culture but also highlights the j udgmental attitude of the Germans toward it. 
L_This exposure of Russian culture to ridicule enables the German readers to see 
themselv es reflected in this mockery. Thus, this comedy becomes a productive 
transposition of cultures.) 
Suddenly, Germans, who initially appear as mere spectators of the ri dicule, find 
themselv es as the target of humor and irony. One of the cases Kaminer dwells upon is the 
Russian bri de market in Germany. It has been widely acknowledged that after the sudden 
fall of the Berl in Wall and reunification of Germany and the subsequent collapse of the 
. Sov iet Union German men hav e been highly· interested in. marrying Russian brides. 
Kaminer develops this topic in his "Die russische Braut": 
Ich kenne daneben v iele Deutsche, die sich nach einer langen Zeit der 
Arbeitslosigkeit und Depression ganz schnell einen Job besorgten und 
sogar erf olgreich Karri ere machten, nur weil sie sich in eine Russin 
verliebt batten. Sie batten aber auch keine andere Wahl, weil die 
russischen Braute sehr, sehr anspruchsvoll, um nicht zu  sagen teuer ist . . . 
Die russische Braut ermut igt einen Mann, bri ngt neuen Sinn in sein Leben, 
beschii tz t ihn vor Feinden . . .  und hal t immer z u  ihm, auch wenn er Mist 
baut. (Kaminer 2000; 63) 
In this short passage Kami ner not only underl ines the desirability of Russian w omen for  
German men based on stereotypical image of Russian women in the West27 and 
comments on the roles men and women play in Russian families, but he also 
n Even though the feminist movement has gained more support in Russia in the last two decades 
and women now have better opportunities to realize their potential in professional spheres, the 
general accepted gender roles in Russia are still the same as they have been for generations: a 
woman takes care of the children and the house, while a man provides for his family. 
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simultaneously criticizes the current social situation in both societies. He, as a person 
who has an insight on both social orders, attempts to present the view on German and 
Russian culture both from inside and outside. In Russendisko Kaminer ridicules negative 
aspects of both cultures: he vilifies intellectual lassitude of Russians and belittles a heroic 
narrative of a 'reborn' German nation in post-Wende Germany. This reciprocal mockery 
sets cross-cultural interactions in motion and can serve as a model of cross-cultural 
criticism. Irony and humor, however, simultaneously augment and undermine the 
difference between the two cultures. 
Here it becomes very obvious, and it is typical for most of Kaminer' s works, that 
these two cultures are not shown just as. mere homogeneous opposing bodies but are 
depicted as consisting of divergent elements. The narrator plays the central role in 
exposure of all layers of otherness. In Russendisko Kaminer shows himself not only as an 
autobiographer, but as a very vigilant observer, who pays close attention to the world 
around him. The unfettered und changeable self of the narrator in these stories is 
characterized by self-reflexivity, and by the constant shift of the author's standpoint on 
relation of 'self and otherness. This 'self is portrayed as the 'other' , mostly in relation to 
Germans but in some cases to Russians themselves, that is, Kaminer positions himself not 
only in contrast to the 'other' outside his cultural group but also within his own 
community. He explores the opposition between 'ones' and 'others' among Russians, that 
is, within the boundaries of one national culture, and this relationship can be best 
described as intracultural otherness. 
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lntracultural Otherness 
In Russendisko Kaminer limits this intracultural opposition solely to Russians. 28 
The twentieth century, as Riita Pyykko notices, has seen several such oppositions, among 
them " 'red and white', 'Soviet, socialist - capitalist, bourgeois', 'Russians - non 
Russians' etc." (Pyykko 2002:239). The 'ones' and 'others,' that Kaminer describes in 
Russendisko appeared in the Russian community in the 80s and 90s. Even though Astrid 
Tuminez assumes that "Russian national identity fragmented along ethnic, socioeconomic 
and political lines" even earlier (Tuminez 2000; 266), it still resulted in traditions, values, 
and memories that are familiar to all those who grew up in the Soviet Union. In this 
regard, Soviets or Russians29 still formed a united nation based on common attributes of 
culture and citizenship and possessing the same core collective memory. Barbie Zelizer's 
observes that in the course of time this core has been "shaped" differently by various 
"builders" (Zelizer 1999: 137). Shortly before and right after the colossal events of 1991 
the Soviet population drew apart: some stayed to put enormous effort into dealing with 
the consequences of the new geopolitical reality, while others, like Kaminer and some of 
his protagonists, left Russia for a new life abroad. For the most part, those who stayed 
tried to minimize the humiliation of Russia in the eyes of the Western world by 
28 I assume that one of the reasons why Kaminer does not expose intracultural otherness within 
the German population in Russendisko to such an extent as in his later works is that in 2000 he 
had not traveled so much outside Berlin and had not yet acquired the cultural knowledge that 
allowed him to expose this kind of otherness in German society in Mein deutsches 
Dschungelbuch. 
29 In the present thesis I use the terms 'Russians' and 'Soviets' as interchangeable, even though 
some scholars might argue' that they are not, due to the fact that during Soviet era the term 
'Russians' was used to differentiate this group from other ethnic groups, whereas after Soviet 
Union collapsed the term acquired a new meaning, namely, nationals of Russian Federation. 
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concentrating on other issues in cultural and political discourses by which W estem states 
could make a more profound and unbiased judgment about Russian culture. At the same 
time, those who chose to leave tended to be more resentful and did not demonstrate the 
expected loyalty to the culture in which they were brought up. The Russians inside and 
outside the confines of Russia find themselves often in cultural opposition.30 These two 
'species' of Russian people, even though possessing the same cultural heritage, can also 
be regarded in terms of the 'one' and the 'other,' because in the course of the last ten to 
fifteen years their cultural beliefs, values, and interests have drifted considerably apart. 
Kaminer in his collection of short stories makes the reade� aware only of the so­
called New Russians, the subgroup of Russian population that managed, often in illegal 
ways, to reach considerable financial prosperity during Perestroika. It should be 
mentioned that this segment of the Russian population, even though viewed as 'others' 
and criticized by the majority of Russians themselves, embodies the visitors from Russia 
in "Stadtfiihrer Berlin." 
30 This kind of alterity is present, however, only in the relations between the Russians in Russia 
and those who left Russia voluntarily. The "ethnic Russians who suddenly found themselves 
emigres against their own will" after the collapse of the Soviet Union are still treated as part of 
the Russian people by the Russian population. Even the Russian government makes strong efforts 
to serve as a guarantee of the rights of these Russians abroad, as Galina Starovoitova shows in her 
essay "Modem Russia and the Ghost of Weimar Germany" (136). Brubaker also analyses this 
homeland nationalism in Russia that is directed towards those "Russians" who reside in other 
states but still identify themselves politically with Russia ( 141 ). 
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Narrator's Shifting Alignments in Russendisko 
The above-analyzed two layers of otherness in Russendisko result in the merging 
of individual members of inter- and intracultural opposing groups and narrator's 
alignment with them. These alignments correspond to different 'we' s that Paul Hemadi 
introduces in his article "Cultural Transaction: Nature, Self, Society": a "conspiratorial 
'we,"' that unites "one of the other" and "rest of the others" against "the ones" 
(Kaminer's alignment with Russians as opposed to Germans) and an "adversarial 'we"' 
(Hemadi 1995: 248) that unites "one of the other" with those of the 'ones' who are 
similar to him and confronts to his own 'others' and those 'ones' who are similar to them 
· (Kaminer' s alignment with some Germans who cherish th� same values as opposed to 
Russians who do not share the same value system). 
Kaminer joins these alignments because, according to him, neither of the cultures 
involved is flawless and both cultures have their own virtues and vices. He demonstrates 
that each culture possesses only some of the pieces that would make up a nearly perfect 
and yet inaccessible whole. He brings these two cultures together through historical 
interpretation. In his first story, "Russen in Berlin," Kaminer speculates about the 
difficulties that Jews encountered in Russia. 
Normalerweise versuchten die meisten in der Sowjetunion ihre ji.idischen 
Vorf ahren zu verleugnen, nur mit einem sauberen Pass konnte man auf 
eine Karriere hoffen. Die Ursache daftir war nicht der Antisemitismus, 
sondem einfach die Tatsache, dass jeder mehr oder weniger 
verantwortungsvolle Posten mit einer Mitgliedschaft in der 
Kommunistischen Partei verbunden war. Und Juden hatte man ungem in 
der Partei. (Kaminer 2000: 9) 
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The intended sting of the ironic message, even though supported by the historical 
explanation and reference, aims not only at Russian treatment of Jews but can also be 
regarded as an allusion to problematic German-Jewish relations throughout the centuries. 
It forces the German reader to rethink his vision of various aspects of German culture and 
therefore his own self-image. 
At the same time, the complicated bureaucratic system of both states serves also 
as a common ground for sarcastic criticism. In one of his later stories, "Der Sprachtest," 
Kaminer turns once again to the topic of immense power of bureaucrats, but in this case, 
in reference to Germany: "Die Eintrittsregeln sind bekannt: Man filllt einige Formulare 
aus, bringt einige Bescheinigungen mit - aber Achtung! Wie bei jedem grossen Verein 
gibt es auch bier versteckte Fallen und Unklarheiten" (Kaminer 2000: 186). Without 
assigning a particular cultural meaning or allegory to this bureaucratic machine Kaminer 
shows that it has distinct importance for each of the two cultures involved. 
Thus, what we encounter on the pages of Kaminer' s book is not a binary 
opposition between the 'one' and the 'other,' but a labyrinth of numerous 
interconnections and contradictions between a number of 'ones' and 'others.' Unless 
these distinct layers of interconnected otherness are realized, we fail to recognize the 
cultural and social phenomenon of otherness in Kaminer' s writing in its full significance. 
Split Status between the Text and the Reader 
In order to capture this otherness in all its complexity, the split status between the 
text and the reader is crucial. The text does not reach its full potential unless the reader is 
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interested in otherness as it is presented in the book. As it is written to fit the expectations 
of the readers it was intended for, initially Germans, Russendisko proceeds in a rather 
unusual manner. An analysis of the characteristics of the Russians Kaminer presents in 
his stories makes it clear that the author intends to appeal to the reader's interest in 
different aspects of otherness, but at the same time he develops his narrative in deep 
discordance with the widely accepted cliche of the "Russian soul" (Rakhmanova 2001). 
For those interested, he exposes otherness by juxtaposing the unknown and the world 
they recognize by invoking familiar and politically charged topics, such as emigration 
and refugee laws in "Spring aus dem Fenster"; the life of immigrants in Germany in 
"Geschaftstarnungen"; hostility towards foreigners in "Suleyman und Salieri"; 
competition for the design of the Holocaust memorial in "Alltag .eines Kunstwerks"; 
Berlin as the city of singles in "Beziehungskiste Berlin.�-' 
"Translational" Character of Russendisko 
One of the elements that is an integral part of the split status between the text and 
the reader is the 'translational' character of the whole work. The similarity of Kaminer' s 
writing to the act of translation lies in the fact, that working deliberately on the fault 
between two cultures, Kaminer translates aspects of one culture for representatives of 
another. Like any "translating subject," he introduces "new conceptual frames," i.e., 
aspects of the reality that the readers are not familiar with (Maier 1995; 31  ). Unlike 
widely accepted genres of translation, however, Kaminer's literary works do not 
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commemorate translation as an activity, which, as Carol Maier points out, most 
translation theorists strive for, but more as a product. In other words, neither Kaminer' s 
readers nor his critics in Germany are interested in whether Kaminer chooses the most 
effective means to translate the culture of the 'others' for the 'ones,' but instead they 
focus only on the correspondence of the 'other' culture, as it is represented by Kaminer, 
to their own. In the process of transfening and thus translating one culture to another, 
Kaminer, however, like many other translators, is unsuccessful in preserving the 
pragmatic aspect of cultural artifacts he interprets. Neither Russian nor German readers 
of Kaminer' s work are aware of all cultural objects to which Kaminer refers as they lack 
information about the other culture. 
One of the most vivid examples of this untranslatability of cultures appears in 
"Geschenke aus der DDR." In order to understand all implicit references in this text, the 
German reader should be provided with a book of explanatory commentaries (which can 
be considered an analogue of translator's notes) specifying why children were so excited 
about getting a bag of gummy bears and empty cigarette packs, and why repairing a 
Volga car was such a big deal that one got a bottle of CurQfao Blue that was kept as a 
symbol of the unreachable world beyond the Soviet Union. 
Despite this untranslatability of cultures, the cross-cultural discourse as it is 
represented in Wladimir Kaminer' s Russendisko arranges an interaction between cultures 
so that neither of the cultures involved, be it Russian or German, stays the same. As Mary 
Layoun emphasizes, "[the] "difference" between cultures, literatures, societies, languages 
is not necessarily discernible, comprehensible, or sustainable as we choose. Nor are the 
authorial intentions of the translator the final determinant of meaning or practice . . .  
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Translation is always an intervention" (Layoun 1995: 272). A foreign culture, in this case 
Russian, is transposed into the one familiar to the reader. This connection of two cultures 
effects a repatteming of both cultures. In this case, as Iser stresses, cultural discourse is "a 
means of mutually supportive self-regeneration of cultures and provides as opportunity to 
extend their life span" (Iser 1996: 262). On one hand, Russian culture acquires new 
meaning within the German culture's context and this prevents one culture from 
dominating the other; on the other hand, Gennan culture is also transformed to fit the 
expected image of 'otherness,' as it is seen by the 'others' both in Germany and their 
native countries. Thus, the multicultural nature of this book results in unforeseeable 
transformations of the intended meanings. 
Russendisko in Tra·nslation 
Another aspect of the interrelation between the 'one' and the 'other' that should 
be addressed in any research focused on alterity in Kaminer' s works is Russendisko in 
translation. This collection of stories with its strong emphasis of otherness has been 
translated into the language of the 'other' and for the 'other,' i.e., into Russian in 2003 
(Aleksandrov 2003). In one of her recent articles, while analyzing the concept of 'one' 
and 'other' in translation studies, Elzbieta Tabakowska states that in the course of 
translation the opposition of 'one' and 'other' undergoes drastic transformations. 
According to her, there is a shift in otherness: "the recipient of translation becomes the 
representative of 'us', while the original author is seen as (one of) 'them"' (Tabakowska 
2002: 451). 
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Why would anybody wish to translate something if that 'something' describes 
integral and not very flattering aspects of 'one's' culture for 'others', especially if it goes 
against the widely accepted taboo and exposed Russian culture to Germans? There are 
several good reasons for this, the most important of which is to get the chance to see 
oneself as the 'other.' Miller states that "a work is, in a sense, "translated," that is, 
displaced, transported, carried across, even when it is read in its original language by 
someone who belongs to another culture" (Miller 1996; 207); however, he doesn't 
include in his definition the kind of translation that is observed in relation to Russendisko. 
In the case of Kaminer' s Russendisko, it has to be first translated into Russian and then it 
can be read by those belonging to the same culture as the author. Kaminer, however, 
having read the translation, described it as "not Russian, not German, but some kind of 
plastic computer language" (Trukhan, Ve�ler 2003), which once again proves 
'untranslatability' of cultures, when our efforts to transfer the reality of one culture to 
another by the means of translation fail. Kaminer' s works demand not a literary but a 
cultural translation. The attempts to bring Kaminer' s books to Russian-speaking readers 
is nevertheless a good basis upon which to emphasize that Kaminer can be read in terms 
of the 'one' or the 'other,' that is, not exclusively from the same perspective. 
Unfortunately, due to the fact that it took three years for Kaminer's Russendisko to be 
translated into Russian, his Russian readers have not yet had a chance to read Kaminer' s 




ICH MACHE MIR SORGEN, MAMA 
OR FOUR YEARS LATER 
/ch mache mir Sorgen, Mama is the most recent of Kaminer's works. This 
collection of 51 short stories was published in 2004, almost fours years after Russendisko. 
Both books are compilations of newspaper-column size stories that prior to their 
publication in a single volume had been published in die tageszeitung and read by 
Kaminer in "Kaff e Burger" and during other public readings. These stories, like 
Kaminer's other works, are semi-autobiographical. They are addressed to a German 
audienc� interested in otherness and �n the 'others' perceptio� of their own culture. Thus, 
both works follow the principle of what has been defined in the previous chapter as 'the 
. . ' . . . 
split status between the text and the reader.' However, these apparent similarities in 
Russendisko and ]ch mache mir Sorgen, Mama conceal crucial differences, especially in 
the way Kaminer addresses alterity. 
One of the reasons for the differences between these two collections of stories is 
that during the four years that passed since the publication of Russendisko, Kaminer 
established himself as a key cultural figure in Berlin and Germany in general. During this 
time period, his status as an author within Germany not only changed, but actually his 
official nationality changed as well. He is not only a recognized German author, but he is 
also now officially German; to be more precise, Kaminer has held German citizenship 
since summer 2004. The temporal gap between the creation of these two works manifests 
itself most vividly in but is not limited to the presentation of the phenomenon of 
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otherness. In Russendisko Kaminer strove to appeal to Germans' interest in otherness and 
portrayed himself as an absolute outsider. However, in 2004, Kaminer' s tremendous 
popularity gave him an opportunity to renounce the image of an outsider and further 
expand the alterity discourse in his stories. In the following sections, I will look at 
otherness as it is presented in Ich mache mir Sorgen, Mama. 
Intercultural Otherness 
As in most of Kaminer's works, including Russendisko, the most noticeable layer 
of otherness in lch mache mir Sorgen, Mama is what has been described as 'intercultural 
otherness' in Chapter m. Unlike Russendisko, however, all the stories in Ich mache ·mir 
Sorg en, Mama are set in Germany itself; Russia as an initial home environment is 
presented only in the narrator's memory. In this collection of stories Kaminer looks for 
difference and similarities between Russian and German cultures by positioning his 
memories of Russia against German reality (past vs. present) and he also compares 
Russian and German ways of dealing with various life situations (present vs. present). 
In "Applikator Lapko" Kaminer compares German and Russian welfare systems, 
namely medical care. In general, standards of living of all people are largely affected by 
the medical system of the countries in which they live. Kaminer manages to show that 
medical systems also reflect the nation's philosophy of life: 
Ganz anders ist es in Russland, wo fast alle Menschen unversichert 
herumlaufen. Keiner wird dort ftir etwas Geld ausgeben, was 
moglicherweise in der Zukunft passieren konnte. [ ... ] Sie leben bier und 
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jetzt und haben eine andere Sorge: alles rechtzeitig ausgeben, aufessen 
und austrinken [ ... ] (135). 
The Russian welfare system, for Kaminer, is a direct consequence of Russian fatalism, 
the philosophy upon which many Russian writers based their works. 31 Kaminer uses 
irony and humor to illustrate that many Russians, unlike Germans, look for an immediate 
miraculous cure and are not ready to invest in the future. 
Another example of this intercultural otherness occurs in "Wintersport." In this 
story Kaminer employs cultural stereotypes to make the differences between the two 
cultures more apparent: 
Die deutschen mogen komplizierte, mit verschiedenen Geratschaften 
iiberladene Spiele - und je mehr desto besser. [ . . .  ] So ein 
Eisstockschie�en wiirde in Russland kaum jemandem reizen ( 176). 
But these very different kinds of sports and manners of playing are used by Russians and 
Germans to deal with the same problem of "trostlose und dunkle Winterzeit" (176). 
Kaminer not only exposes German pedanticism and Russian sloppiness, stereotypes that 
characterize the perception of these nations all over the world, but brings other cultures 
into this opposition. He comments on the typical winter occupations of other countries, 
such as France and Japan. Even more surprising, Kaminer attracts the reader's attention 
in the end of the story to East Frisia, a south-western part of German federal land Lower 
Saxony, as another land with 'exotic' customs. By putting different nation-states and one 
German land in a single palette of otherness, Kaminer diminishes the significance of 
national differences. 
31 Kaminer is not the only one who notices this trend in what is often refereed to as 'Russian 
character' . Dmitri Likhachev, for example, in his essay "I Object: What Constitutes the Tragedy 
of Russian History" names "credulity," as the main trait of Russian national character that is the 
reason for all of Russia's misfortune (Likhachev 61-63). 
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In /ch mache mir Sorgen, Mama Kaminer also addresses such issues as choice of 
language. He admits that Russian is his "Heimatsprache" (14), but at the same time, 
language, for him, is not an attribute of otherness. Realizing the diverse composition of 
the reading public in Germany, due in part to the large number of foreign nationals who 
permanently reside in this country, Kaminer makes a conscious choice to write in 
German in order to acquire as large of an audience as possible: 
Als Schriftsteller und Journalist war ich an einem grossen Lesepulikum 
interessiert [ ... ] Und in Deutschland bleibt trotz aller 
Einwanderungsmassen Deutsch noch immer mit Abstand die einzige 
Sprache, die von den meisten verstanden und gelesen wird. Ein 
Sprachkilnstler bin ich nie gewesen, fiir mich ist die Sprache nur ein 
Werkzeug, [ ... ] das mir hilft, Verstiindigungsbriicken zu anderen zu 
schlagen (2004, 1 1 -12). 
Kaminer' s power over language un4ermines the whole idea of the language as a key 
element determining an individual's national identity. In other words, by saying that a 
language i� a tool which any individual can access and control and, thus, can not be 
regarded as a permanent characteristic, Kaminer makes it clear that language as a 
characteristic of individual is not permanent. Furthermore, this statement that writers, as 
well as other individuals, are not bound by their native language to their own culture and 
can reach to other cultures by acquiring a new language is consistent with Kaminer' s 
viewpoint that national identity is not stable. 
In /ch mache mir Sorgen, Mama Kaminer not only undermines the idea of 
language as a key element in defining the individual' s identity, but he also tries to 
diminish the whole concept of national identity and national differences. In "Der 
Fiinflclassler" he compares a German classroom to the one of his own school memories, 
dating back almost 25 years, and comes to the brusque conclusion that "'viel hatte sich 
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nicht verandert" (2004, 24 ). In the course of ongoing comparison of German current 
reality with that of his memories of childhood in Russia, Kaminer tries to blur any 
differences and brings the alterity discourse to a new level. 
�ultural Otherness 
No matter how simple Kaminer' s stories might seem, they conceal different strata 
of meaning. Together with the above-analyzed intercultural otherness, Kaminer also 
exposes his new approaches to intracultural otherness in Ich mache mir Sorgen, Mama. In 
fact, the oppositions that Kaminer brings to_ the reader'·s attention in this work are better 
· described not as intracultural, but rather metacultural otherness. Unlike intracultural 
·otherness, metacultural otherness is not an opposition between the 'ones' and the 'others' 
that occurs in one particular culture as a result of its historic development, but rather an 
opposition of groups of individuals notwithstanding their nationality that is observed in 
any culture. Thus, in Ich mache mir Sorgen, Mama, published four years after 
Russendisko, Kaminer goes beyond national oppositions and introduces his readers to 
other kinds of alterity. He stresses opposing social identities that every culture has to 
face . He shows that differences such as age and gender are more important than national 
differences. 
In "Der Ftinfklassler" Kaminer unveils one of the bases of metacultural otherness, 
namely gender. He emphasizes that boys mature later than girls and proves it by stating 
that in school when girls plan to pursue "intellegente, quasi bodenstandige Beruf e" (26), 
the boys are still lingering in their fantasy world of becoming famous pop-stars, rappers, 
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and soccer players. He provides an imaginary scenario, when a "Gerbarden­
Dolmetscherin" after a long hard day comes back home and sees her "Rapper­
Fussballspieler" in front of the TV with a bottle of beer (27). 
Another aspect of otherness that is especially vivid in /ch mache mir Sorgen, 
Mama is the gap between generations. Kaminer emphasizes multiple cases of 
misunderstanding between himself and his children. 
Manchmal bilde ich mir ein, ich wiirde meinen Sohn gut verstehen. Dann 
denke ich, ich konne die Welt mit seinen Augen sehen . . .  Aber das alles 
[Spielzeuge, u.a.] interressiert dich nicht mehr, denn du hast die Welt der 
Erwachsenen entdeckt, all die wunderbaren Spiele, die ihren Alltag 
bestimmen: Freundschaft, Liebe, Streit, Fernsehen, Internet, Musik, Bier, 
Madchen (94 ). 
In this opening passage to "Das dritte Krokodil," Kaminer presents his view on the 
different worlds of grown-ups and children. He evokes in the minds of his readers 
associations and memories that parents in all cultures share and then brings the opposing 
worlds of grown-ups and children closer. 
In ]ch mache mir Sorgen, Mama Kaminer works with various oppositions but 
downplays alterity and deliberately blurs cross-cultural differences. By exposing 
metacultural otherness, Kaminer demonstrates that in some ways German and Russian 
cultures are closer than they initially seem. He addresses the issues of opposing social 
identities that representatives of all cultures and nations must negotiate. 
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Dialogue with the Reader 
Kaminer not only brings the reader's attention to this multifaceted otherness but 
he also initiates an open dialogue with the reader about it. As we have observed in Ich 
mache mir Sorgen, Mama, he reveals intercultural otherness by comparing Russian and 
German culture; intracultural otherness by analyzing relations between the Russians 
living in Russia and abroad; as well as metacultural otherness, by exposing various cases 
of misunderstanding between representatives of different age groups and gender. In the 
course of this, however, Kaminer does not present readers with any universal solutions to 
ethical, social, or political controversial issues but brings in opposing arguments and 
gives the reade�s an opportunity to de�ide for themselves. 
"D.er Kindergeburtstag" _is one .o_f the best examples of this open dialogue. In this 
. story Kaminer employs humor to express his view on the current tendency in global 
political discourse. In the apparently innocent context of his son's birthday party, 
Kaminer mounts a serious discussion about "den Kampf der Kulturen" (41). He makes 
the reader aware of the current political events from which this discussion bourgeons, 
such as the Iraq war and terror attacks in Europe. Then Kaminer deliberately presents the 
polar sides of the argument with the help of two characters, relatives of one of the 
children-guests: Andy's aunt and Andy's father. They support opposing points of view: 
"wir Europaer [sind] nicht im Stande, die arabischen Beweggrtinde nachzuvollziehen" 
and "die Erste Welt miisse die Dritte Welt nach unserem Vorbild modernisieren, um die 
eigene Demokratie zu retten" respectively (41). The narrator, however, chooses not to 
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take sides in this debate and does not reveal his own point of view, by remaining neutral 
in the discussion. 
As in all his stories, Kaminer does not indulge in lengthy theoretical discussions 
about possible results of such wars but illustrates practical outcomes of one culture's 
interference in another through the prism of irony and humor of which he is a master. On 
one side of a cultural clash he puts the children, on another a tortoise that by means of 
some technical modifications was about to become "ein aktives Mitglied ihres [der 
Kinder] Lebensgemeinschaft" ( 42). The characters in the story, who previously 
expressed their views on political problems of global importance, get a chance to put 
them into practice. Andy's father uses his knowledge of engineering to prove that the 
tortoise will only "in den Genuss der Bewegungsfreiheit kommen und verdammt froh 
sein, rollen zu konnen !" ( 43). The tort�ise is, as expected, not very happy about these 
modifications which once again proves the opinion of Andy's aunt that "eine fremde 
Kultur bleibt eine fremde Kultur, egal, wie man sie modemisiert" (43). Even later 
modifications such as imitations of breaks, a sail, and a steering fan didn't tum a tortoise 
into a rolling miracle but only intensified her resistance. This failure in modification of 
the foreign according to some abstract scheme of what it should be, 32 however, does not 
put an end to the clash of civilization debate. 
In the end of the story the parties still fail to reach a consensus: ,,Es kam keine 
Einigkeit zu Stande" (44), states Kaminer. He leaves his readers to decide what position 
32 The same theme is present in another story in this collection, "Mein Vater und der Krebs." The 
opposing sides of the debate are presented by the narrator's father and mother. The crawfish 
symbolizes the foreign that the narrator's father tries to adapt for his own needs. The narrator' s 
mother personifies the word of reason, saying "die gequa.J.te Kreatur wolle uns [ dem Vater und 
dem Sohn] damit sagen, wir sollen sie in Rube lassen" (146). 
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they support. "W ahrscheinlich wollte sie einfach eine ganz normale Schildkrote sein, so 
eine wie du und ich" (44) asserts Kaminer in the end of the story, when the poor 
modernized creature does not want to move anymore at all. Only in this sentence 
Kaminer makes his own opinion on the issue of cultural clashes here: use of adjective 
"normal" shows that any other changes initiated from the outside are not acceptable. By 
addressing his reader by a second person singular pronoun du, Kaminer invites him to 
continue a friendly dialogue on these issues that are among the most controversial topics 
in current political discourse, due to the ongoing conflicts in Middle East and war in Iraq. 
Clearly, this analysis shows that Kaminer's stories are not guidelines but an 
invitation to dialogue between an author and a reader, between Russians and Germans, 
between 'ones' and 'others. ' At first, he discovers otherness, be it intra- or intercultural, 
for the German reader. He brings to light everything surprising, incomprehensible, 
foreign about representatives of Russian culture. Then Kaminer domesticates it for 
German readers. Even when he refers to events in the past, to customs and everyday life 
in the Soviet Union, he draws parallels between Russian and German culture. In doing so, 
Kaminer transports the other culture from the realm of the foreign into the familiar, and 
thus creates a schema of one general metaculture. This blurring of cultures, however, 
seems to be artificial. The negation of cultural alterity that Kaminer presents in his works 
does not annihilate cultural coding. 
In one of his latest interviews to tagesschau.de on February 28, 2005, Kaminer 
expressed his views on the role of art, and thus literature, in the life of a nation: "Die 
Auf gabe von Kunst und Kultur ist es, fremde Einfliisse zu verinnerlichen. So wird die 
Gesellschaft weise und klug. Eine Gesellschaft kann nur wachsen, wenn sie sich 
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austauscht, fremde Einflilsse aufnimmt und eigene weiter gibt" (Kahle 2005). For 
Kaminer, it is irrelevant whether he is perceived as Russian or German; what matters is 
the effect that his literature has on the German reader at which he targets his books. He 
considers himself a writer who instigates the German reader's curiosity about foreign 
cultures makes these cultures accessible to them. He attempts to provoke the reader 
stereotypes of 'others' by exposing not only misconceptions about foreign cultures but 
also objectionable aspects of their own German culture. Kaminer attempts to bring these 
two cultures together by undermining the differences between them. His public persona 
and works contribute to the development of "a [new] monument to the myth of the 
[united German] nation," that would not exploit traditional nationalistic approaches to 
define itself but, on the contrary, embrace otherness as its integral part (Bammer 34 ). It 
should be noted, however, that even though Kaminer resists national stereotypes, his 
stories cannot be fully understood unless the reader is truly aware of the territories on 




I t  has been almost six years since Kaminer start ed to write and publish in German. 
During this period German-speaking media, as well as Russian-speaking newspapers and 
j ournals, have published numerous art icles about him. Even though these mass media are 
part of different cultures and have different opinions about Kaminer, they all attempt to 
delineate Kaminer along national lines. Our analysis shows that thre e distinct phases in 
Kaminer' s labeling by German mass media can be observed: 
1. 2000-2001, when he was addressed as an outsider, a Russian-J ewish wri ter; 
2. 2002-2003, when he was described as a renowned international author; 
3. late 2003-2005 , when Kaminer was calle·d a bestselling German wri ter. 
These· bri sk shifts· of how mass media portray Kaminer' s public persona illustrate that his 
J ewish roots, Russian past, and German present are more exploited rather than used as 
neutral terms. In other words, effo rts that have been made to integrate him into the 
cultural and political life of current Germany have as much to do with the questi on who is 
Kami ner as with issues of German national identity. But as we have seen, Kaminer also 
takes advantage of this situation and exploits mass media as much as he is exploited by 
them. In numerous interviews Kaminer describes himself as a Russian in pri vate life and 
German in his literary work, but he also constantly expresses his disapproval of any 
labeling on the basis of nationality and proceeds to express his support for multicultural 
Germany. Thus, he undermi nes the notion of ethno-centric German national identity and 
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supports Hall's definition of a national identity as a construct with "fragmented 
character" (Hall 4). 
This analysis of Kaminer' s development as a German writer and his portrayal in 
mass media provides us with answers to the first three questions set in the introduction to 
this thesis: when? why? and by whom was Kaminer's public persona included in German 
national identity discourse? 
a. Kaminer became an integral part in the discourse on German national identity 
as soon as he established himself as a writer who reflected on German multicultural 
reality set in the city of Berlin. 
b. His engagement in debates on the following issues: who is German? How 
rational is this descriptor? What does it �ean to be the 'one' and the 'other' in German 
society? guaranteed him a central voice in the discourse on German national identity in 
post-Wende Germany. 
c. Both his German and Russian readers and critics, as well as Kaminer's 
engagement in the discussion of the above-mentioned issues, played a crucial role in 
positioning Kaminer' s public persona and writings in this discourse. 
In order to answer the next question brought forward in the introduction, i.e., to 
determine the effect that Kaminer ' s inclusion within German national literature had on 
his writings, I have examined a paradigm of alterity in two of Kaminer' s collections of 
stories: Russendisko (2000) and /ch mache mir Sorgen, Mama (2004 ). In Russendisko the 
concept of otherness is presented on an intercultural and an intracultural level. Thus, 
being both an insider and an outsider to German and Russian cultures, Kaminer plays 
with his notions of identities and approaches phenomenon of multifaceted otherness from 
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ironic perspective. The comparative analysis of Kaminer's Russendisko with his latest /ch 
mache mir Sorgen, Mama, furthermore, shows that he continues to observe German 
reality both as an insider and an outsider. However, as it was expected, Kaminer expands 
his concept of alterity after he has been acknowledged as a German writer. In comparison 
to Russendisko, Kaminer explores otherness in /ch mache mir Sorgen, Mama not only on 
inter- and intracultural levels, but he also presents his readers with metacultural otherness 
based on gender and age. Therefore, the evolution towards a more complex concept of 
otherness answers the fourth question raised in the present thesis. 
d. Changes in Kaminer' s positioning within the discourse on national German 
literature influenced how he treats the concept of alterity in his works: Kaminer 
undermines the concept of national identity as a significant descriptor for an individual� 
. instead he focuses on the relevance of gender_ and age as ·key denominators of the 'self.' 
Nevertheless, Kaminer consciously chooses a bicultural identity. To be "privat 
Russe" but "beruflich - deutscher Schriftsteller'' enables him to bring Russian and 
German cultures closer to one another and, thus, helps him to establish a transnational 
and transcultural dialogue. In his writings, Kaminer provides grounds for rethinking the 
concept of alterity and rejects the idea of national identity as a profound and stable entity, 
be it an individual or a collective identity. 
What is more important in Kaminer' s case is that there is not always a 'natural' 
connection between the author's national identity and his contribution to a certain 
national literature. Kaminer belongs to the growing number of authors who write in 
German but have a non-German ethnic background, and thus, probe the whole notion of 
what German national literature and what German national identity are. These two 
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intertwined aspects have become even more important in defining the new reunified 
Germany. 
Finally, I want to note that due to the fact that Kaminer has published several 
works in Germany and was granted German citizenship, and, therefore, is not regarded 
any longer as an outsider by a vast majority of German critics, his recent books do not 
garner as much praise as his previous works. Gesela Reller, an editor of the internet site 
Reviews that publishes reviews on the numerous recent books of different authors from 
the former USSR, notices that in Mein deutsches Dschungelbuch Kaminer' s stories get 
"boring and repetitive" and that Kaminer' s books "lack research and geographical and 
historical knowledge" (Reviews of Gesela Reller 2003). She goes even further in stating 
that Kaminer sacrifices the quality of his books to thei! quantity. I would agree with 
Reller, fo� in order to differentiate himself from numerous authors writing in German, he 
sticks to the narrative strategy that has already proven to be successful, i.e.,, writing 
stories in rather "simplistic" German but preserving in them his otherness, and as a result, 
initiating a cross-cultural dialogue. While his efforts for a cross-cultural dialogue might 
be noble, important, and even necessary in the present German context, his writings, 
nevertheless, have become aesthetically stale. 
Kaminer' s next novel, Kaminer Karaoke, is scheduled to be published in fall 2005 
(Krampitz 2005) and it will be interesting to see whether Kaminer will still latch on the 
same style of writing as in Russendisko (2004) and Ich mache mir Sorgen, Mama (2004) 
and address the same issues. However, this is not the only issue worth further 
exploration. In the present study I did not analyze the full scope of Kaminer's aesthetics. 
Aspects that were, however, reflected in the present study show that Kaminer' s 
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multicultural approach in literature is indeed an important and vital contribution to 
German society after reunification. His biography not only reflects the reality of German 
multicultural society but Kami ner' s embracing multiculturalism is certainly an important 
contribution when Germans once again ask themselves out of insecurity: Who are we? 
What do we want to be? 
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